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INDIVIDUAL REPORT 

THE FOURTH FACT FINDING MISSION TO VICROADS, AUSTRALIA 

18-22 March 2013 

1. NAME/ORGANIZATION:  

 

Name   : Andria Muharami Fitra 

Organisation : Road Safety Section, Sub-directorate of Environmental Engineering  

and Road Safety, Directorate of Technical Affairs, Directorate General  

of Highways 

 

2. BACKGROUND: 

 

The Fourth Fact Finding Mission, a program funded by IndII (Indonesia Infrastructure Initiative), 

has objective to strengthen the capacity of Government of Indonesia officials in terms of road safety. 

There are a total of 23 participants from 4 organisations: Directorate General of Highways, 

Directorate General of Land Transport, Directorate of Transportation Ministry of National Planning 

(Bappenas), and Indonesian National Police.   

 

 

3. THE PROGRAM: 

The theme for the fourth Fact Finding Mission is Safety by Design – An Australian Perspective. It 

comprises various lessons regarding how Vicroads managed its road safety problems.  

 

 

 

3.1 Welcome to Vicroads – James Holgate 



 

 

James welcomes the delegations by stating “you never stop learning” 

particularly about road safety because there is always new improvement 

in road safety. He mentioned Vicroads went to Europe earlier this year to 

learn Europe’s road safety principles.  

James then explained the safe system approached that underpin Vicroads 

on managing their road safety strategies.  The system comprises four aspects: safer speed, 

safer vehicles, safer roads & roadsides, and human tolerance to physical force. The following 

sections will discuss this system further.  

 

3.2 General Introduction of Vicroads – Peter Mitchem 

 

Victoria has 5.2 million population, 4.4 million motor vehicles, 155.000 km of 

roads, and 50 billion km of travel.  Vicroads managed 22.000 km of arterial 

road network including 3000 bridges with assets valued at AUD$23 billion. 

Vicroads’ revenue is around AUD $4.3 billion including that from car/truck 

registration and compulsory insurance scheme. Vicroads has 2.500 employees 

with organisation structure as follow: 

 

 

Figure 1. Vicroads Organisational Structure 

Vicroads’ Chief Executive meets with the minister for roads every two weeks for 

coordination.  Based on Australian Constitution, federal government is responsible for tax, 

defense and health, and state government is responsible for transport, education, law, etc.  

 



Vicroads has five principles aims: 

1. Reduce road trauma 

2. Fostering economic development 

3. Sustainable transport system 

4. Planning and Management 

5. Cost effective and customer focused  

Road in Victoria (and Australia) is categorised as follow: 

Road Type Victoria Australia 

Length Length Funded by Managed by 

National Highway 1.010 18.600 Federal Govt. States 

Rural arterial 18.060 94.900 States States 

Urban arterial 3.180 12.400 States States 

Rural local 106.100 600.700 Local Govt. Local Govt. 

Urban local 26.400 84.800 Local Govt. Local Govt. 

Total 154.750 811.400 

Whereas the road standards divide Australian roads into four following types: 

1. Motorway/freeway: Two lanes each direction, median, barrier, controlled access, sealed 

shoulder, high number of vehicles. 

2. Arterial road: One lane each direction, sealed shoulder, good line marking, the access is 

not controlled 

3. B road is country road: Minimum two lane roads, shoulder is not sealed, only gravel, and 

traffic is not so high. 

4. C road: sometimes no line marking, road narrow, shoulder filled with grass and small 

volume of traffic.  

 



 

Figure 2. Four types of Australian road standard 

 

 

 

 

3.3 Review of Program - Atsany Buonowikarto 

 

This FFM aims to highlight Vicroads achievement in developing road safety 

strategy and implementation in Victoria. It consists of strategies that have 

successfully proven in Victoria. Some of the strategies might be suitable for 

Indonesian roads, but some of them might not be suitable due to the 

difference on road and traffic condition. This FFM may not give solution to 

Indonesian road safety problems, in fact, it will only shows how Vicroads 

working on road safety, and hopefully Indonesia can get an insight out of this and then find 

its own way to solve its road safety problems. This year, the FFM will focus on “safety by 

design” and most presenters will talk about “The Safe System Approach” that incorporate 

human factor in our road design.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3.4 Road Safety Overview – Julian Lincoln 

                

Vicroads has achieved significant improvement in reducing its road fatalities 

from around 460 people in 2002 to approximately 330 people in 2007. It has 

a remarkable target to reduce it to less than 240 people in 2017.  Some of 

their strategies to achieve that are by shifting the modal from car to bicycle, 

and focus on vulnerable road users due to an ageing population condition.   

 

Figure 3. Victorian Fatalities 2002-2017(target) 

Vicroads has “the safe system” which underpins its road safety strategies. Unlike Swedish’s 

vision zero, Vicroads recognises that crashes will occur. Therefore, the aim is to design the 

road that can reduce the likelihood of crash so when a crash happens, death and serious 

injury are minimised.  

The core principle of the safe system is human tolerance to physical force which needs three 

components to achieve safer travel: Safer speed, safer vehicles, and safer roads and 

roadsides.  Figure 4 below describes the interaction of all components in the system.  



 

Figure 4. The safe system 

Vicroads classifies human tolerance to force in four different speeds: 

 Vehicle occupants in side impact, maximum 30 km/h 

 Pedestrians, cyclists, motorcyclists, maximum 40 km/h 

 Vehicle occupants in side impact crashes with other vehicles, maximum 50 km/h 

 Vehicle occupants in head on crashes, maximum 80 km/h 

For example, pedestrian might survive from a car crash if the car speed is less than 40 km/h, 

but when the speed is more than 40 km/h, it is more likely that the pedestrian will not 

survive. Figure 5 below describes crash speed and the level of risk associated with it.   

 

Figure 5. Speed versus fatality risk 



Above information can be used to summarise safe system speed such as, for roads with 

possible conflicts between cars and vulnerable road users, the safe speed is 30 km/h. For 

roads with intersection that has possible side-on conflicts, the safe speed is 50 km/h. For 

roads with possible head-on conflicts between cars, the safe speed is 70 km/h. Finally, for 

roads with no possible side-on or head-on conflicts, the safe speed is 100 km/h. However 

these are ideal condition and it is very difficult to achieve such safe speed in reality, 

therefore what is needed are protections and barriers to absorb the energy when conflict 

occurs.  

 

3.5 Road Safety Programs – Warren Blandy 

Vicroads has three Blackspot type programs: 

- Safer road infrastructure program which focuses on arterial road crashes. 

It has around 80 projects completed each year that spent $75 million in 

total. 

- Motorcycle Blackspot program that focuses on motorcycle crashes on all 

roads. It has 5 projects completed each year which spent $3 million. 

- Nation Building Blackspot program which focuses on local road crashes. It 

has approximately 60 projects completed each year that spent $13.5 million.  

Victoria has a specific BCR measurement for each project.  

Current road safety infrastructure programs are: 

1. 2004-2007  focused on run-off-road crashes, cost $130 million. 

2. 2006-2008  focused on intersection as well as run-off-road crashes, cost $110 million 

3. 2007-2017  treat risky locations and crash locations, cost $650 million 

Treatment of run-off-crashes includes sealing of shoulders, installation of tactile edge line 

marking, and wire rope barrier or guardrail. 

 

Figure 6. (a) wire rope (b) guardrail (c) centerline barrier 

Intersection treatments include new or modified roundabouts, intersection signals, and skid 

resistant surfacing: 



 

               Figure 7. Anti-skid surfacing – 2%0 to 30% crash reduction 

Another treatment is speed reduction in strip shopping centers, mass action type edge line 

and tactile centre line marking, and safety route treatment project that spent $36 million. 

 

 

 

Typical treatments to protect motorcycle include delineation improvements, signage 

improvement, surface repair, roadside hazard removal, and barrier protection with rubrail 

and stack cushions.  

 

Figure 8. Motorcycle rub rails and stack cushions 

 

The effectiveness of the treatment is evaluated by the Monash University Accident Research 

Centre each year and it was found that the treatment has significantly reduced all casualty 

crashes by 31 %. 



 

Victoria also has non infrastructure programs such as learner to probationary license, 

children’s crossing supervisor subsidy scheme, road safety education programs, Victorian 

community road safety partnership program, and local and statewide community road 

safety groups. 

Victoria has extensively reduce its road safety victims since 1970 through the following 

initiatives:  

 

 

Figure 9. Victoria road safety programs 1970-2011 

 

 

 



 

3.6 Partnership and Coordination in Road Safety – Inspector David Griffin 

 

The principles of road safety are changed from 3E’s (Engineering, 

Enforcement, and Education) to 3 C’s (Commitment, Coordination, and 

Cooperation).  In terms of rate of deaths per 100.000 populations, Victoria 

has a better position than Canada, France, and Australia. In 2012 Victoria 

recorded its lowest road toll: 282 fatalities and 6000 serious injuries.   

 

 

 

Figure 10. Road Death Comparison 2011-OECD/ITF 

Victoria Police focuses on speed and speeding (33% of all road deaths), alcohol/drugs (20-

25%), driver distraction (U.S. Study 80% of crashes), driver restraints, and fatigue 

(estimated 20% of road deaths). In terms of road users, Victoria Police focuses on young 

drivers (18-25 years old), motorcyclists (38 higher risk), cyclists/pedestrians, heavy vehicle 

operators, elderly, and country drivers.  

Victoria Police has 200 fixed road safety cameras (speed/red light), 108 portable speed 

cameras, 2200 active mobile camera locations, and 87 camera vehicles. For speed 

enforcement, Victoria Police has laser, radar, electrotector, road safety camera, aerial 

detection, and digitector.  

To reduce alcohol related crashes, Victoria Police has implemented random breath testing 

(RBT), oral fluid testing, and booze bus. The chart below displayed that RBT is a proven 

effective tools to reduce alcohol related road crashes.   

 



 

Figure 11. Relationship between RBT and alcohol related road death 

 

3.7 Road Safety Public Awareness – Liz Waller 

 

Transport Accident Commission is an insurance company that is funded by 

premium which comes from motorists when they register their vehicles 

each year to Vicroads. TAC was set up in 1986 and is owned by Victorian 

Government. TAC aims to pay for treatment and benefits for people injured 

in transport accidents. TAC is heavily involved in promoting road safety in 

Victoria.  

TAC adopt a “no-fault” scheme which means that no matter who caused the accident, 

medical benefits will be paid to an injured person. In promoting road safety, TAC often uses 

video as the media which can be seen on youtube. In creating such video, TAC did serious 

research on who are usually involved, or what are the common mistakes in an accident. 

Thus, they can make a specific video for specific target. Some of their videos are about drink 

driving, drug driving, fatigue, and distraction,  

 

Figure 12. TAC youtube channel 



 

Apart from that, TAC also involved in road safety education. TAC has a road safety icon for 

kids which is called “Thingle Toodle”. 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Thingle Toodle 

 

3.8 Roadside Hazard Management – John Coles 

Roadside hazard is any object or feature on or near the roadway which is likely 

to create a danger to the occupants of any vehicle leaving the roadway. The 

elements of roadside are shoulders, signs, batters, and clear zones. Roadside 

hazard management is a process to identify, prioritise, and treat roadside 

hazards in order to maximise safety by reducing the incidence and/or severity 

of such crashes. The approach to the management of roadside hazards is different between 

new road projects and existing roads. The bottom line is, roadside hazard should not exist 

within a clear zone. Clear zone is measured based on traffic speed and AADT. Clear zone 

chart is illustrated in figure below:  

 

 

Figure 14. Clear Zone Chart 



However, achieving the clear zone chart is costly, we need to balance the risk and the cost. 

The following figure describes the relationship between relative risks of moving a hazard, 

for example, moving a hazard by 2m may reduce the risk by 32%. 

 

Figure 15. Relationship between risk and roadside hazard offset 

In the condition that the hazard cannot be removed, then it means that barriers need to be 

installed. We used to think small on barrier because we build bridge, road, etc. But barrier is 

so important because we want the road user to be safe. Sometimes simple things can be a 

difference between life and death. By incorporating safety in our design, we are doing 

something worthwhile, saving lives! 

3.9 Develop a road safety project – John Coles 

 

The first thing to do in developing a road safety project is identify the project. Several 

questions such as “what is happening on the road network?”;”where are the crashes 

happening”;”what type of crashes” need to be asked.  DCA (definitions for classifying 

accidents) chart needs to be used to identify the type of crashes.  

Blackspot criteria may be change overtime, for example, in Victoria, in 1980, blackspot 

means 12 casualty in 3 years, whereas in 2012, the definition is shifted to 3 casualty crashes 

in 5 years.  

Secondly, knowledge of site need to be collected, such as crash data, crash diagram, crash 

matrix. Gathering the data can also be done by talking with the police, drivers, and abutting 

property owners. Then, visiting the site as often as we can is important because we can get 

the better picture of what went wrong.  

When considering solutions, we need to look at funding guidelines, benefit cost ratio, crash 

reduction factor, construction and maintenance cost, and more importantly, does the 

solution address the problem? 



Steps to be taken to develop a road safety project are: 

1. Develop a preliminary design, for comparison and calculation of B/C ratio 

a. Use CRF (Crash Reduction Factor) 

b. Use discounting technique 

c. Aware of evaluation period (the slides contains of worked example of BCR 

calculation) 

2. Visit the site 

3. Scope approval report, for acceptance/endorsement before submission to head office to 

seek funding 

4. Construction planning phase commence 

5. Final drawings 

 

 

3.10 Common road safety audit design issues – Neil Paterson 

 

Common road safety audit design issues are: inappropriate barrier 

design/installation, inadequate horizontal sight distance allowances, not 

considering the appropriate design vehicle, inappropriate batter & verge 

combinations, non compliance with standards (only where safety is 

compromised), inadequate barrier length of need, inadequate “run-out” area, 

clearance to hazard, barrier type and terminal selection. Figure below displays the example 

of inappropriate length of need. The standard for LON can be found on 

www.vicroads.gov.au at  ITS drawing section  or at www.engtoolkit.com.au.  

 

 

Figure 16. Inappropriate length of need 

 

 

 

 

 



 

3.11 How to do a Blackspot investigation- Colin Morgan 

Blackspot Investigation comprises eight steps: (1) crash numbers, (2) 

collision diagram, (3) site inspection, (4) treatment options, (5) develop, (6) 

submit, (7) construct, and (8) monitor. When determining treatment 

options, focus on the crash type that has been identified at the issue, 

consider all road users, not creating undesirable consequences in safety or 

environment, and produce benefits that outweigh costs. Treatment 

effectiveness can be measured by calculating percent reduction in casualty crashes. Crash 

reduction factor need to be regularly updated to reflect real world research.  

Four aspects need to be considered when monitoring the project: three years of crash data, 

assess against project aims, check for new safety issues and review project expenditure.  

 

3.12 Road Maintenance – Desi Fkiaris 

The objectives of maintaining road network are to provide the community 

with a safe and reliable road network, to support the economic viability of 

the state by minimizing the cost of transport, and to maintain the state’s 

assets in a cost efficient way.   

VIcroads maintains: 22.700 km (53.000 lane km) of roads, 80.000 hectares of 

road reservation, 600.000 signs, 3.161 bridges, 3.500 other structures (culverts, sign 

support, etc), 3.400 traffic signals, and 5.900 other ITS (CCTV, help phones, VMS, electronic 

signs, etc).  

Vicroads classified road network maintenance in three categories: 

1. Routine maintenance  minimize asset deterioration 

2. Periodic maintenance  reduces excessive routine maintenance and expensive 

rehabilitation 

3. Rehabilitation maintenance  restores level of service. It is the most cost effective 

treatments in terms of life-cycle costs and network needs 

Detailed nformation about road maintenance can be found in vicroads road management 

plan on www.vicroads.vic.gov.au.  

 

3.13 Road Safety Audit – John Coles 

Road safety audit is a formal examination of a road/traffic project in which an independent 

qualified team reports on the project’s accident potential (Austroads 2002).  Road safety 

audit is a proactive approach whereas accident blackspot is a reactive approach. The basic 

aim for both techniques is to reduce road trauma. Road safety audit is much more than a 

compliance checking standards. Road designers have a job that often compromise cost, land 



and environment. Therefore we need ‘fresh eyes’ to see things regarding safety, because the 

designers might miss something. Road safety auditor’s job is to write safety concern and 

must not redesign the road. The responsibility of the project remains with the project 

manager. Road safety audits are a small part of the design cost (1-2% of total design costs or 

about 0.1% of total project cost) but they offer great benefits (36:1 BCR for design stage, 

and 6:1 BCR for existing roads). 

 

3.14 Infrastructure Programs – Bill Bui 

Vicroads has completed various treatments to improve road safety, including 

conventional engineering treatment and innovative treatments. Conventional 

treatments including new roundabouts, new traffic signals, convert Y to T 

junction, fully controlled right turn, skid resistance surfacing, wire rope safety 

barriers, guard fence, shoulder sealing, line marking including audio tactile 

and culvert works.  

 

Figure 17. (a) Anti-skid surfacing (b) tactile edgeline 

 

 

Innovative treatments include signalised roundabouts, centerline safety barriers, 3M all 

weather linemarking, perceptual linemarking on curves and intersection approaches. 

Perceptual line marking aims to give illusion to the motorist that they are traveling faster.  

Other treatments are virtual speed humps, vehicle activated signs, LED on snow poles, dwell 

on red, flexible bollards on median of curves, frangible signal poles, and dilemma truck 

detection zone.  

Some of the treatments may have a high cost for the installation and the maintenance, 

however to provide a safe system, sometimes we need to look beyond the cost itself. For 

example, if you want a small maintenance cost, you can install a concrete barrier, but when 

road users hit it, they will die. It gives a better understanding on why such treatments are 

needed, to save lives. 

 



 

Figure 18.Perceptual linemarking 

 

 

 

 

Apart from these treatments, vicroads also seeks the opportunity to implement other 

innovative treatments such as: turbo roundabouts (Netherlands), cut-thru, squircle,  mini 

roundabout (Sweden), raised intersection, elevated stop line, ezyguard smart, and treefend 

(UK).  

 

Figure 19. Turbo roundabout 

 

 

 

 

 

3.15 Speed Management – David Williamson 



Speed zoning policy and practice may be found at Vicroads Traffic 

Engineering Manual – Volume 1 Traffic Management, Chapter 7: Speed 

Zoning Guidelines which is available on www.vicroads.vic.gov.au. Although 

that manual covers most situations, decisions on speed limits should 

consider all factors on a site by site basis. The approach to speed 

management is to balance the community’s desire for mobility with safety.  

Victoria has a default speed limit 50 km/h which applies to roads in urban 

or built-up areas. Victoria also has a default speed limit 100 km/h which applies on rural 

roads unless signed otherwise. 100 km/h speed limit is used on rural freeways and other 

high standard rural roads with low crash history and safe roadsides. 40 km/h speed limits 

are used in shopping centres in metropolitan Melbourne.  Victoria also has school speed 

zones (40 km/h) and shared zones (10 km/h) . 

Vicroads obtains advice on speed limit policies and practices from speed limits advisory 

group which made up of vicroads, transport accident commision, victoria police, 

department of justice, royal automobile club victoria, ARRB group and Monash University 

Accident Research Centre.  

 

 

3.17 M80 projects overview – Trevor Boyd 

The reason to upgrade M80 motorway apart from to expand the capacity, is 

also to improve safety. Vicroads pays a great attention on road workers 

safety, one of the examples is by putting a billboard with a real worker and 

his grandchildren on it. The board says “Granddad works on the road please 

send him home safely”. A lot of safety initiatives have been carried out 

within this project, the following section describes more detail about it.  



 

Figure 20. M80 office 

 

 

3.18 Best Practices – Bill Sibahi 

There are numerous safety initiatives in this M80 upgrade project, as follow: 

1. Spider mower  to protect workers from unsafe batter 

2. Trailer mounted solar freeway data stations and CCTV 

3. Yellow line marking  to provide clear information to the road users of 

the road works condition 

4. Personal proximity detection system  so that the heavy equipment 

operator has a better knowledge of where the workers are 

5. Health and wellness program  to motivate workers 

6. Real time traffic monitoring  

7. Scaffolding attachments on bridge piers 

8. Traffic signal training facility 

9. Mobile overhead gantry 

10. Median access cover plate  lighter to be carried 

11. Trailer mounted variable speed limit signs 

12. Ezylane system 



 

Figure 21. M80 road safety initiatives presentation 

 

3.19  ITS and Safety – Chris Coghlan 

Various applications of ITS has been used in this project, such as Variable 

Message Signs to inform road users of road conditions. Lane Use Management 

System is used to manage incidents. Freeway ramp signals are used to divide 

up vehicle platoons entering the freeway. CCTV cameras are used to provide 

traffic operator visual coverage. Currently, Vicroads is exploring the 

opportunity of using dynamic variable speed limit and using freeway data stations for 

automatic incident detection.  



 

 

Figure 22. Real time traffic monitoring 

Vicroads has a real time traffic monitoring system as shown in figure 20. It has a lot of 

functions such as, informing real time traffic condition, changing speed limit from the office, 

and monitoring the performance of the traffic. This application can greatly improve safety 

since it allows road workers to change the speed limit from the office rather than go to the 

site.  

 

 

Figure 23. M80 ITS lab 

Figure 21 shows M80 ITS lab where engineers test the ITS applications before sending them 

to the site.  



 

3.20 Road Safety Engineering Challenges in Indonesia – David Williamson 

 

David Williamson had an experience to audit 16 EINRIP projects in Indonesia, therefore he 

has broad knowledge of road safety challenges in Indonesia. Indonesia’s position in terms of 

road death per 100.000 populations is three times greater than that of Netherlands.  

 

Figure 24. Road death per 100.000 populations 

 

Road safety engineering challenges in Indonesia are: 

- The condition and standard of roads and roadsides is generally poor. As roads are 

improved, speeds will increase 

- The development of cost effective programs is difficult because of the lack of reliable 

crash data 

- There is a heavy reliance on international consultants, but these consultants may not 

understand the risk of local factor as good as local people. International standards are 

not always suitable. 

- Design standards and guidelines are poorly documented. 

- Road user behavior is poor 

- Speed limits are poorly defined 

- High volume of motorcycle (65%) 

- Lack of pedestrian facility 

 

  

 



THE KEY FINDINGS: 

 

Vicroads has more than 40 years of experience in improving safety. They have shown great 

performance in reducing road fatalities However, as stated by Atsany in the first day, Vicroads 

strategy may not suitable for Indonesia. Thus, Indonesia needs to find its own solution to improve 

road safety.  

Based on road death by categories data, 68% of the problems in Australia are in cars (drivers and 

passengers), whereas in Indonesia, cars only contribute 6% of the deaths. 36% of the deaths are in 

motorcycle and 35% are in buses. These data shows that different approach needs to be taken in 

Indonesia to focus on the problem. 

 

Figure 25. Road death by categories (a) Australia (b) Indonesia (source: Global road safety report 2013) 

However, the most important lessons from this FFM that Indonesia need to incorporate human 

factor in its road designs. Indonesian road engineers need to understand that simple things can be a 

difference between life and death and they have a meaningful job by saving lives.  

 

THINGS THAT CAN BE APPLIED IN INDONESIA AND HOW THEY CAN BE APPLIED 

 

There are various things that can be applied in Indonesia, including: 

1. Establish regular meeting with road safety stakeholders, for example, starts from a 

gathering with FFM 1 until 4 delegates to discuss improvement on each sector. This 

gathering can be focused on providing reliable crash data, managing overloading, and other 

problems that cannot be solved by DGH only. 



2. Carry out a study to develop its own Crash Reduction Factor, because it is needed to 

determine the Benefit Cost Ratio. Indonesia has numerous blackspots and it needs to 

prioritise the treatment. 

3. Conduct blackspot investigation with the correct procedure (with accurate police data, 

collision diagram and crash factor grid) within the Balai level. 

4. Perform road safety audit at least at detailed design stage, during construction, and pre-

opening on all new roads 

5. Update the policy on laik fungsi jalan to be more practical in terms of providing safer roads 

6. In particular for road works, identify innovative low cost improvement to provide a better 

safer road works. 

7. Engage ITS more in DGH’s programs, such as the application of a real time traffic monitoring 

on some of DGH’s strategic national highways.  

8. Carry out a study on motorcycle safety, does it need a dedicated lane, or perhaps providing 

better public transportation is a better option. It will need in-depth and comprehensive 

analysis in terms of technical and economical aspect.  

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE PROGRAM: 

 

FFM 1, 2, 3 and 4 have provided a meaningful lessons and experiences on how Victoria improves its 

road safety conditions. It would be great if future program can not only providing fact on Victoria’s 

achievements, but also by providing innovative ideas to solve Indonesian road safety challenges. 

Previous sections has described that one of the big problem in Indonesia is the motorcycle. Future 

program needs to address this issue. 

 

PHOTOS: 

 



 

Figure 26.  Good example on pedestrian footpath 

 

Figure 27. Good example on visibility of road works at night 

 

Figure 28. Separation of pedestrian, cyclists, and tram 

 

 


